
 

 

   

ORHS Level English IV Summer Reading Assignment 

In Conroe ISD, we encourage all students to read over the summer in order to enrich learning and provoke thought. 

Summer reading strengthens reading skills, increases academic achievement, fosters a love for reading, and empowers 

students to become lifelong learners.  

 

 

Dear Seniors,  

 

All students at Oak Ridge High School who enroll in Level English IV are expected to complete a summer reading 

assignment. Summer reading assignments provide several advantages, including maintaining skills over the 

summer, fostering independent learning, understanding course expectations, creating an initial common 

framework for discussion and study, supporting college-readiness standards, and promoting lifelong learning. 

For the summer of 2019, students who are scheduled to take English IV for the 2019-2020 school year will be 

required to carefully read any novel of their choice that fits the following parameters: 

- At least 200 pages 

- Has a central character 

- Is not a book that you have previously been assigned in an English class. 

- Your book can be fiction or nonfiction as long as it fits the above parameters 

  

During the summer months, annotate the book by writing comments and questions on the reading log 

attached or in the book.  For these reasons, you will need to have a copy of the book for several months in 

order to complete all of the assignments.  Please research your options, and make a good decision for you (see 

helpful links attached).   

All students enrolled in English IV for the upcoming school year are expected to have the novel read, as well as 

have the annotations complete prior to the fourth week of school, September 9, 2019. We suggest reading it 

during the summer as it is best if you come to class prepared to discuss the text using your notes and personal 

observations on the first day of class.   

You will give a book talk over your summer reading after the fourth week of school. This is an opportunity for 

students to learn about other novels that may pique their interests! 

The first few weeks of senior year are busy with college essays and applications and other course work.   It is 

called summer reading for a reason.  So, choose a novel and enjoy!  See you in August! 

 

Sincerely,  

The Level English IV Team 

 



 

 

 

 

Not Sure What to Read?  

Check out the following websites 

 

Whichbook: You can choose books by themes, characters, plots, settings. 

http://www.whichbook.net 
 

Goodreads: Select books that you have read and liked in the past, and receive suggestions for books 

you may like. 

 http://www.goodreads.com/ 

 

Barnes & Noble top 100 Bestselling Books: Not sure what you like? Check out this website to see 

what’s popular. 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/b/books/_/N-1fZ29Z8q8 

 

Epic Reads: Interested in Young Adult (YA) literature? This website allows you to filter books by new 

releases, bestsellers, and series. There’s even an infographic chart that includes popular 

retellings of classic stories.  

 https://www.epicreads.com/ 

https://www.epicreads.com/blog/an-epic-chart-of-162-young-adult-retellings/  

http://www.whichbook.net/
https://www.goodreads.com/
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/b/books/_/N-1fZ29Z8q8
https://www.epicreads.com/
https://www.epicreads.com/blog/an-epic-chart-of-162-young-adult-retellings/


 

Book Talk Assignment 

  

For your Book Talk, you will give one 3 minute presentation on a book you’ve read over the summer. 

The purpose of a book talk is to convince the listener to read the book you are recommending.  This 

book talk is essentially a persuasive speech to convince the listener that they should read a specific 

book. 

  

A book talk is very similar to a trailer for a film, which shows you just enough information to convince 

you that you should watch the movie. 

  

The book talk will cover some elements of the novel, but you should focus much of your time on the 

plot, themes and conflict in the novel. NO SPOILERS!!! (Don’t give away anything juicy.) 

  

Your presentation must include a visual aid, such as an illustration or original book cover, poster, 

power-point, or google presentation. If you are super tech-y, you might have an even better idea. 

  

Presentation Outline: 

  

Attention getter: 

Find an interesting, exciting, or mysterious quote to start off your presentation.  This quote will get 

the reader’s attention.  Don’t just pick any old quote… choose carefully and deliberately to try to 

capture the attention of the audience. Also explain why you chose the quote. 

  

Introduction: 

Clearly introduce your book by giving the title, author and genre of the book. 

  

Body:  

Describe the setting, characters, and plot of the book without giving too much away of the story. 

What is the main conflict? What themes are developed?  What lessons do characters learn? Please 

use precise and descriptive language. Don’t just give a list of characters. Don’t over-summarize. 

(Hint—you are doing this if you find yourself saying “and” too much.) 

  

Conclusion: 

Without giving away the ending, convince the reader that you loved this book and that this is the book 

they want to read next. Make some predictions about what kind of student would enjoy this book (“if 

you like…, you’ll love…”). 

  

Tips: 

  

Practice your presentation a few times before you present. Time yourself. 

Use note-cards or an outline. This will prevent nerves. 

  

Alternative: Students can pre-record a book-talk and upload it to youtube.com. All other 

requirements are the same. Search “book talks” or “book trailers” on youtube.com for examples. 

  

 



 

 

Organizer: 

  

Attention-Getter (Quote to hook the audience) 

  

 

  

  

Introduction (Title, Author, Genre) 

  

  

  

 

Body (Describe the plot, characters, conflict, themes, lessons learned without giving 

too much away!) 

  

  

  

  

 

  

Conclusion (Why you loved the book, and why other students should read it—be 

specific) 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

An example of a short Book Talk on The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman: 
  

 
 

(Attention-Getter) 

 “There was a hand in the darkness, and it held a knife.”  

 

(Intro) 

The Graveyard Book is a fictional novel by Neil Gaiman, who also wrote Coraline. 

 

(Body) 

In this book, Neil Gaiman tells the story of Nobody Owens, known as Bod.  On 

the night his parents are brutally murdered, 2 year old Bod calmly climbs out of his crib 

and toddles out of the house and into a nearby cemetery.  There he is adopted by Mr. 

and Mrs. Owens (childless and dead for 250 years!)  who gladly care for the child and 

protect him from harm. 

With loving ghostly parents, teachers, friends, and protectors, Bod grows from age two 

to fifteen in the graveyard.  He learns to read and do numbers, and he also learns 

some ghostly skills.  But not all the residents of the graveyard are friendly.  There are 

witches, ghouls and creatures and let’s not forget Jack – the evil fiend who is out to 

finish the job he started. 

 

(Conclusion) 

Filled with great illustrations, this is a funny, exciting and suspenseful story.  

How will Bod survive?  Or will he?  Can his loving family and friends really protect him 

from the evil Jack?  This delightfully gruesome and very English tale will certainly 

appeal to both boys and girls who like adventure stories, suspense and some action. 

The Graveyard Book won the  Newbery Award in 2009, and the awards said that the 

book is a “delicious mix of murder, fantasy, humour and human longing,” according to 

Diane Ferbrache, Hazen High School Librarian for The Washington Evergreen Young 

Adult Book Award, 2011 

  

 

 

 

  



Rubric for Book Talk 

Criteria Excellent 

20 - 16 

Above Average 

15 - 10 

Average 

10 - 7 

Below Average 

0 - 6 

Introduction 

attracts 

audience 

Exceptionally 

creative beginning 

with an excellent 

quote 

Creative beginning 

with a good quote 

Not a very 

creative or 

interesting 

beginning with a 

quote 

Not a very good 

beginning with no 

quote 

Discusses the 

plot, setting, 

and 

characters 

  

Discusses the 

theme 

Thorough and 

interesting 

summary of these 

elements 

  

Makes an 

insightful 

argument about 

the theme 

Inconsistent 

summary of these 

elements 

  

Correctly discusses 

theme but fails to 

elaborate on the 

importance 

Average 

summary of the 

elements 

  

Touches upon 

theme without 

much depth 

Missing a 

component 

  

Does not discuss 

theme or makes a 

very general 

statement about the 

theme 

Conclusion 

makes us 

want to read 

the book (or 

not read the 

book) 

Very enticing 

conclusion – 

draws the listener 

to read the book 

Somewhat 

interesting 

conclusion- 

listener might 

want to read the 

book 

Concluded but 

did not draw the 

listener to read 

the book 

Very boring 

conclusion or no 

conclusion at all 

Presentation 

skills 

& 

Enthusiasm 

for the book 

  

Very enthusiastic 

and 

knowledgeable 

  

Voice is clear, 

words are 

pronounced 

correctly and 

tempo is good 

  

Maintains eye-

contact 

Somewhat 

enthusiastic and 

knowledgeable 

  

Voice is mostly 

clear and audible, 

  

Mostly maintains 

eye-contact 

Shows average 

enthusiasm and 

understanding 

  

Sometimes hard 

to understand or 

hear the student 

  

Little eye-contact 

Not enthusiastic at 

all 

  

Spoken word is too 

soft, mumble, 

speaking much too 

fast or slow. 

  

No eye-contact 

  

Visual aid Visual aid is well 

done, colorful, and 

very helpful to the 

presentation 

Visual aid is 

colorful, and 

helpful to the 

presentation 

Visual aid is 

completed and 

might be helpful 

to the 

presentation 

Visual aid is not 

done or very poorly 

done 

 Stays within time limit: Yes / No 

  

Comments:                                                                                                        Score:              



 

ORHS Senior Summer Reading Log 

Name __________________________________________ 

Book Title _____________________________________ 

Author_________________________________________ 

Genre__________________________________________ 

Date Chapter 

Summary/reflection of your reading:   

Talk about characters, the problem, interesting events, setting, 

predictions, questions you have, connections to your life, etc.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



Date Chapter(s) 

Summary/reflection of your reading:   

Talk about characters, the problem, interesting events, setting, 

predictions, questions you have, connections to your life, etc.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


